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Recent experimental studies suggest that there is evidence for a synchronization between human heartbeat
and respiration. We develop a physiologically plausible model for this cardiorespiratory synchronization, and
numerically show that the model can exhibit stable synchronization against given perturbations. In our model,
in addition to the well-known influence of respiration on heartbeat, the influence of heartbeat ~and hence blood
pressure! on respiration is also important for cardiorespiratory synchronization.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Synchronization is a general phenomenon that plays an
important role in biological and physiological systems @1,2#.
For a dual oscillator system, synchronization is defined @3#
by

unf12mf2u,e , ~1!

where n and m are integers that describe the ratio of the
synchronized oscillations, f1,2 are phases of the oscillators,
and e is a small positive constant.

Recent studies have focused on the synchronization be-
tween two vital oscillators in humans, heartbeat and respira-
tion. Schäfer and co-workers @4–6# recorded resting human
heartbeats (R waves of an electrocardiogram! and respiration
for 30 min, and plotted instantaneous respiratory phases at
each occurrence of heartbeat against the beat number. They
found horizontally striped plots for some subjects, indicating
that relation ~1! is satisfied for sufficiently long periods of
time. They also showed that the degree of synchronization is
inversely proportional to the magnitude of the respiratory
modulation of cardiac cycle lengths @4#, known as respiratory
sinus arrhythmia ~RSA!, and concluded that there are two
competing factors in cardiorespiratory interactions. Further-
more, Seidel and Herzel @7# reported similar synchronization
behavior for 213 cardiac cycles in their experiment. They
compared the beat number per single breath of original data
with that of stochastic surrogate data, and found the prob-
ability that the observed synchronization was due to a chance
event was extremely low ('331024).

A general understanding of the mechanisms of synchroni-
zation behavior is lacking. Further experimental investiga-
tions in humans might shed light, but human physiological
experiments are associated with problems such as the limited
length of data and intrinsic nonstationarity. Instead, we de-
velop a physiologically plausible structural model, that can
simulate cardiorespiratory synchronization. Such a model, if
successfully developed, would be useful in investigating

conditions under which cardiorespiratory synchronization is
observed, and hence designing further experimental as well
as theoretical studies of this phenomenon.

Structural cardiovascular and/or cardiorespiratory model-
ing has a long history. One of the most famous models is the
one proposed by DeBoer et al. @8#. This is a simple beat-to-
beat model describing relationships among blood pressures,
respiration, peripheral resistance, and cardiac interbeat inter-
vals. This model has further been elaborated recently by
Seidel and Herzel @9# ~SH! to take into account detailed fac-
tors such as the sinus node responsiveness, autonomic neu-
rotransmitter kinetics, and time-dependent ~Windkessel! vas-
cular dynamics. SH also incorporated into their model
physiologically plausible nonlinear interactions that were
found to generate even chaotic dynamics. However, the mod-
els of both DeBoer et al. and SH only considered respiratory
influences on heartbeat, not the opposite effect where the
heartbeat affects respiration. In other words, there is no mu-
tual interaction between these two oscillators in their models,
which sometimes exists in models showing synchronization
phenomena @1,10,11#. Thus, in the present study, we add to
the SH model an effect of heartbeat and the resultant changes
in the baroreceptor afferent activity, which is known to be
present in physiology experiments @12,13#, and found that
this modification results in the cardiorespiratory synchroni-
zation.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we describe
the cardiovascular model emphasizing the key difference
from the SH model, namely, the additional effect of heartbeat
on respiration. Section III contains results of numerical simu-
lations and consideration of the parameter region where the
cardiorespiratory synchronization in this model is observed
and the stability of the synchronization. We also study effects
of noise on synchronization. In Sec. IV, we provide a mecha-
nism accounting in part for the results in our model. Finally,
in Sec. V, we summarize our results and discuss some impli-
cations of our model for future research on ‘‘complex’’ car-
diovascular dynamics in humans.

II. METHODS

A. Model description

Figure 1 schematically describes the model used in the
present study. The original SH model consists of ~i! neural*Electronic address: yamamoto@p.u-tokyo.ac.jp
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afferents from baroreceptors to the central nervous system,
~ii! autonomic ~vagal and sympathetic! neural efferents from
the brain stem cardiovascular centers, and ~iii! mechanical
signal transductions within the cardiovascular system finally
setting the arterial blood pressures.

In this model, the baroreceptor activity nb is first set by
blood pressure p ~mmHg; 0.133 kPa! and it’s first derivative
as

nb5k1~p2p (0)!1k2

dp

dt
, ~2!

where k150.02 mmHg21, k250.00 125 s mmHg21, and
p (0)

550.0 mmHg. This nb subsequently determines the ef-
ferent sympathetic (ns) and vagal or parasympathetic (np)
activities, after being modulated by respiratory influence R,
as

ns5max@0,ns
(0)

2ks
bnb1ks

r~12R !# , ~3!

where ns
(0)

50.8, ks
b
50.7, and ks

r
50.035 and

np5max@0,np
(0)

1kp
bnb1kp

r ~12R !# , ~4!

where np
(0)

50.0, kp
b
50.3, and kp

r
50.035. In the original SH

model, the respiratory influence on the autonomic neural ef-
ferents was a rectified sinusoidal wave with fixed frequency
~0.2 Hz! and phase ~0.0 rad!. However, our model incorpo-
rates the dependency of R upon nb and hence on a momen-
tary blood pressure level ~see below!.

Next, the heartbeat is generated by an integrate-and-fire
model when the pacemaker phase (f) of the sinus node hits
the threshold of 1.0: f is reset to zero immediately after the

firing. The phase velocity is a function of both sympathetic
( f s) and parasympathetic ( f p) influences on the sinus node,

df

dt
5

1

T (0)
f s f p , ~5!

where T (0)
51.1 s, and the sympathetic influence f s ~facili-

tatory! is a function of cardiac concentration (ccNe) of sym-
pathetic neurotransmitter ‘‘norepinephrine’’ ~Ne!,

f s511kf
cNeF ccNe1~ ĉcNe2ccNe!

~ccNe!ncNe

~ ĉcNe!ncNe1~ccNe!ncNe
G ,

~6!

where kf
cNe

51.6, ĉcNe52.0, and ncNe52.0. As the release
of Ne by the neural input ns is known to have a slow kinet-
ics, the ccNe kinetics is described, after incorporating the
neural conduction delay (ucNe51.65 s), by the first-order
model,

dccNe

dt
52

ccNe

tcNe
1kccNe

s ns~ t2ucNe!, ~7!

where tcNe52.0 s and kccNe

s
51.2.

The parasympathetic influence f p ~inhibitory! assumes no
transmitter kinetics, because the kinetics of neurotransmitter
‘‘acetylcholine’’ is sufficiently fast, and the f p is a direct
function of the neural input np . However, based on experi-
mental findings that the vagal stimulation had greater brady-
cardic effects especially in the latter half of cardiac cycles
@14#, the phase effectiveness curve F(f) is incorporated.
Thus,

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the cardiovas-
cular model in this study. The effects of barore-
flex to the respiratory phase are newly added to
the original SH model @9#. In the simulations with
noise, the noise was injected to nb , i.e., the
baroreceptor afferents. The diversity of this
model is caused mainly by factors such as time
delays in the neural conduction, phase effective-
ness of the sinus node, multiplications in neural
and mechanical variables, and time-varying
Windkessel dynamics.
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f p512kf
p F np~ t2up!1@ n̂p2np~ t2up!#

3

np~ t2up!np

n̂p
np

1np~ t2up!np
GF~f !, ~8!

where up50.5 s, kf
p

55.8, n̂p52.5, np52.0, and

F~f !5f1.3~f20.45!
~12f !3

~120.8!3
1~12f !3

. ~9!

The systolic part of blood pressure is determined by dias-
tolic pressure of the previous beat d i21 ~mmHg! and cardiac
contractility of the current beat S i ,

p5d i211S i

t2t i

tsys
expS 12

t2t i

tsys
D , ~10!

where t i is the time of last contraction onset and tsys
50.125 s. The S i is a function of the duration of previous
heart period T i ~s! through the Frank-Starling mechanism
~i.e., the greater cardiac filling results in the greater contrac-
tility!, as well as the cardiac concentration of Ne @Eq. ~7!#.
This is described by

S i85S (0)
1kS

cccNe1kS
t T i21 , ~11!

where S (0)
525 mmHg, kS

c
540 mmHg, and kS

t

510 mmHg s21 and

S i5S i81~ Ŝ2S i8!
S i8

nS

S i8
nS1 ŜnS

, ~12!

where Ŝ570 mmHg and nS52.5.
The diastolic part of blood pressure is described by the

relaxation of the Windkessel arteries with a time-varying re-
laxation ‘‘constant’’ t

v
~s!,

dp

dt
52

p

t
v
~ t !

, ~13!

and the t
v

is a function of vascular concentration of Ne
(c

vNe) as

t
v
5t

v

(0)
2 t̄

vF c
vNe1~ ĉ

vNe2c
vNe!

c
vNe
n

vNe

ĉ
vNe
n

vNe
1c

vNe
n

vNeG , ~14!

where t
v

(0)
52.2 s, t̄

v
51.2 s, ĉ

vNe510.0, and n
vNe51.5.

Like Eq. ~7!, the c
vNe has first-order kinetics with the con-

duction delay u
vNe ~s!,

dc
vNe

dt
52

c
vNe

t
vNe

1kc
vNe

s ns~ t2u
vNe!, ~15!

where t
vNe52.0 s and kc

vNe

s
51.2. According to Seidel and

Herzel @9#, an increase in the vascular sympathetic delay
u

vNe to 4.2 s leads via a Hopf bifurcation to low-frequency

('0.1 Hz), sustained heart rate oscillations @Mayer wave
sinus arrhythmia ~MWSA!# frequently observed in human
experiments @15,16#. Thus, we adopt this value as u

vNe in the
present study.

As shown above, it is apparent that the original SH model
only considers unidirectional, respiratory influences on heart-
beat, not the opposite effect where the heartbeat affects res-
piration. We hypothesize that a mutual interaction between
respiration and heartbeat might be essential for the cardiores-
piratory synchronization because such an effect sometimes
exists in models showing synchronization phenomena
@1,10,11#. Indeed, previous experimental results showed that,
while baroreceptor stimuli did not affect the tidal ventilatory
volume, they did lengthen the period of expiration in anes-
thetized dogs @12,13#.

To incorporate this factor, we first introduce an instanta-
neous phase of respiration r, where 0.0,r<0.5 and 0.5,r
<1.0, respectively, correspond to expiratory and inspiratory
periods. With this r, the respiratory influences R in Eqs. ~3!
and ~4! are described by

R5cos~2pr !. ~16!

Without the influence of baroreceptor afferents, the r has a
constant phase velocity of

dr

dt
5

1

Tresp
, ~17!

where Tresp is a constant respiratory period.
Then we add the effect of the baroreceptor afferents on

the respiratory phase: if nb.n trig during expiration
@sin(2pr).0.0# , then r is modulated as

dr

dt
5

1

Tresp
2G~nb2n trig!, ~18!

where Tresp is a constant respiratory period and G and
n trig51.3 are constant values. Note that the higher nb results
in the slower phase velocity during expiration, and thus
lengthens the period of expiration as observed in the experi-
mental studies @12,13#.

B. Data analysis

A set of delay-differential equations above was numeri-
cally integrated by a Runge-Kutta method of fourth order
with a constant step size ~5 ms!. To handle the time delays in
Eqs. ~7!, ~8!, and ~15!, we used ring buffers for sympathetic
and vagal activities, which store their immediate history. In
all simulations, we skipped first 180 s to exclude transients,
and recorded the following 5000 s.

Before evaluating the cardiorespiratory synchronization in
our model, we tuned two parameters, ks

r in Eq. ~3! and kp
r in

Eq. ~4!, so that the magnitudes of both RSA and MWSA
were comparable with those typically observed in human
experiments. To achieve this, we ran simulations with Tresp
54.5 s and G50.0 in Eq. ~18!, calculated the spectral pow-
ers for both RSA and MWSA, and compared the results with
those obtained in an experiment @17# with the same ~in terms
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of Tresp) condition. The parameter values of ks
r
5kp

r
50.035,

and the initial values of p5110.0 mmHg, ccNe5c
vNe

50.15, d0590.0 mmHg, S0540.0 mmHg, and T0
51.10 s were determined so that the simulated RSA and
MWSA as well as the mean heartbeat interval were all within
one standard deviation of the experimental values @18#.

Synchronization is classified into three types @6,19#; ~i!
frequency and phase lockings, ~ii! a phase locking without a
frequency locking, and ~iii! a frequency locking without a
phase locking among multiple oscillators. In this paper, we
defined the cardiorespiratory synchronization only in the first
sense continuing for the entire period of simulation ~5000 s!,
and introduced the following two criteria to judge whether
the synchronization was observed in our model.

First, we define an index of frequency locking as

Hm ,n[U (
i5n11

L
1

2pm~L2n !
~F i2F i2n22pm !U , ~19!

where L is the total number of beats, F i is an instantaneous
respiratory phase when the ith heartbeat occurs, m51,2,3,
and n51,2,3, . . . . This Hm ,n indicates how much the respi-
ratory phase slips during the entire course of simulation as
compared to a complete m:n frequency locking. Hence,
Hm ,n50.0 if there is a complete m:n frequency locking, and
Hm ,n increases as the locking becomes weak @e.g., see Figs.
2~b–d!#.

Under the frequency locked condition, the data array
F i mod 2p (i51,2,3, . . . ,L) was divided into 4n parts be-
cause the phase slips every 2p/n . Then, an index of phase
locking Pm ,n was calculated as the minimal probability dis-

tribution of such a histogram by dividing the minimal phase
distribution by the total number of beats. The Pm ,n also has
the minimal value of 0.0, and increases as the locking be-
comes weak @e.g., see Figs. 2~b–d!#.

III. RESULTS

A. Synchronization without noise

To judge whether we could obtain the stable synchroniza-
tion behavior in our model, we set the criteria of Hm ,n,5.0
31024 and Pm ,n,0.002. This we did by visual inspection of
multiple phase ‘‘stroboscopes’’ so that we could discriminate
a pattern associated with both frequency and phase lockings
from others.

Figure 2 shows examples for simulations without inject-
ing noise into the baroreceptor activity ~see following section
for the results with noise!. When (G ,Tresp)5(0.2,4.52), the
phase stroboscope @Fig. 2~b!, left#, i.e., an instantaneous res-
piratory phase at each heartbeat, showed a perfect 1:5 syn-
chronization also resulting in five sharp peaks in the histo-
gram @Fig. 2~b!, right#. The index H1,5 was sufficiently small
and we could confirm the acceptable frequency locking.
Also, as the histogram contained many bins without distribu-
tions, the index P1,5 was zero, satisfying the phase-locking
criterion.

When the respiratory period was slightly decreased to
Tresp54.48 while keeping G to the same value of 0.2 @Fig.
2~c!#, the respiration and heartbeat were still phase locked
and satisfy the criterion P1,551.531023

,0.002. However,
due to the occasional jumps in the instantaneous phase, the
frequency locking criterion was not satisfied any more. On

FIG. 2. Representative results of simulations
without noise and the corresponding values for H
and P. ~a! Baroreceptor activity nb . ~b! The
phase stroboscope ~a diagram for the instanta-
neous respiratory phase at each heartbeat; left!
and the histogram of the instantaneous phases
~right! with (G ,Tresp)5(0.2,4.52). The H and P
are small enough to be judged for the stable syn-
chronization. ~c! The phase stroboscope and the
histogram with (G ,Tresp)5(0.2,4.48). This is an
example of phase locking without frequency
locking. ~d! The phase stroboscope and the histo-
gram with (G ,Tresp)5(2.831022,4.90). This is
an example of frequency locking without phase
locking.
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the other hand, in case of (G ,Tresp)5(0.028,4.90) @Fig.
2~d!#, the value of H1,4 satisfied the frequency locking crite-
rion: indeed, for each respiratory cycle, there were always
four heartbeats. However, due to the continuous phase slip,
the P1,450.02.0.002 could not indicate the phase locking
between two oscillations.

With the criteria above, we then searched for the region
for the stable synchronization from a parameter space with
Tresp ranging from 2.0 to 6.0 s ~step; 0.02 s! and G ranging
from 0.0 to 0.2 ~step; 4.031023). The range of Tresp was
chosen as typical respiratory periods in humans and that of G
was set so that the respiratory phase was not reversed.

The results ~Fig. 3! contain two main characteristics of the
cardiorespiratory synchronization in our model. First, stable
synchronization was not observed when G50.0, and the syn-
chronized region became wider as G increased. The value
G50.0 means that there is no influence of blood pressure on
respiration, as in the original SH model @9#. This result im-
plies that the baroreceptor influence on respiration, together
with the respiratory influences on heartbeat, are important for
this phenomenon to be observed.

Second, the width of the synchronized region depends on
the ratio of synchronization. Generally, the 1:n ~i.e., m51)
synchronization had the wide region, and the region became
narrower as m increased. Also, the region for 1:4 synchroni-
zation was much narrower than that for 1:3, and so for 1:6
synchronization as compared to 1:5.

In humans under free-running conditions, Schäfer et al.
@4# observed many episodes of 1:3 synchronization, one of
which lasted as long as 1000 s, 2:5 and 2:7 synchronizations
for more than a minute, and short episodes of 1:4, 3:8, and
4:11 synchronizations. Recently, Lotrič and Stefanovska @19#
also observed a 1:5 frequency locking for 200 s and a 1:7
synchronization for 70 s, although the ratio of 1:7 needs
slower respiration and was out of range in our simulations.

In addition, Seidel and Herzel @7# observed a 1:4 fre-
quency locking for 213 beats in humans under the paced
breathing with the respiratory period set to 4 s, although the
setting is somewhat different from ours in the sense that,
with the paced breathing, momentary blood pressure fluctua-
tions cannot modify the respiration. Further, in anesthetized

rats, Stefanovska et al. @20# recently reported the evolving
1:n phase lockings where n increased as the respiratory pe-
riods increased after the injection of anesthetic drug.

Thus, it can be said that our model generally captures
characteristics of the cardiorespiratory synchronization in
physiological settings; the robustness of 1:n compared to
m:n (m52,3, . . . ) ratios and the fragility of a 1:4 synchro-
nization in humans against 1:3 and/or 1:5 synchronizations.
To our knowledge, there is no other model that can explain
the actual experimental results like this.

B. Synchronization with noise

It is well known that human cardiovascular variables ex-
hibit noisy dynamics @22#. In this section, as opposed to
simulations for the deterministic case above, we study how
added noise affects the synchronization in our model. This
strategy would also be useful in evaluating the stability of
synchronization against given perturbations.

To accomplish this, we added the Gaussian white noise j
to the baroreceptor activity nb of which standard deviation
was set to 0.2 @Figs. 1 and 4~a!#. This magnitude of the noise
was about 1/7 of the average amplitude of nb , and roughly
corresponds to the observed arterial blood pressure variabil-
ity in humans @23# as compared to the pulse pressure.

Figure 4 shows examples for such simulations. When
(G ,Tresp)5(0.2,4.44), the phase stroboscope @Fig. 4~b!, left#
shows an acceptable 1:5 synchronization also resulting in
five sharp peaks in the histogram @Fig. 4~b!, right#. The in-
dices H1,5 and P1,5 , respectively, also satisfied the criteria
for frequency and phase lockings. When (G ,Tresp)
5(0.2,4.40), however, there were many episodes of jumps
and slips in the instantaneous respiratory phase @Fig. 4~c!,
left# and both H1,5 and P1,5 were not acceptable. Indeed, this
phase stroboscope is much like that frequently observed in
human experiments @4#.

In Fig. 4~d!, we also plot an index for synchronization
lm ,n(t) recently proposed by Tass et al. @3# for noisy data.
Here lm ,n is a measure of the conditional probability that the
phase of one oscillator has a certain value with a small bin
when the phase of another oscillator belongs to the same bin,

FIG. 3. Synchronized region without noise by
changing parameters G ~strength of the baroreflex
influence on the respiratory phase! and Tresp

~natural respiratory period!. The stable synchro-
nization was judged for each combination of G
and Tresp with stepwise increases of 4.031023

and 0.02 s, respectively. The region for synchro-
nization is wider as G increases, and the width is
variable depending on the ratio of synchroniza-
tion.
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and for completely phase-locked or completely phase-
unlocked data, one respectively obtains lm ,n51.0 or lm ,n
50.0 @3,20,21#. In our noisy simulation @Fig. 4~c!#, the
l1,5(t) remained close to 1.0 for most of the time with oc-
casional drops when big phase jumps were observed @Fig.
4~d!#. Thus, our criteria for synchronization using both Hm ,n
and Pm ,n are fairly strict in that only stable synchronization
behavior can be probed.

As in the preceding section, we examined the region for
synchronization with noise in the same parameter space ~Fig.
5!. Consequently, we found that most of ratios with the
smaller region in Fig. 3 disappeared and only 1:n synchro-
nizations and a few 2:5 and 2:7 ratios remained intact. The
remaining ratios were those reported to exist stably in the

original experimental demonstration by Schäfer et al. @4#.
This again confirmed the validity of our model for cardiores-
piratory synchronization in humans.

IV. MECHANISM OF SYNCHRONIZATION

In the preceding section, we showed the importance of
baroreceptor influence on respiration, or G, on the cardiores-
piratory synchronization in our model. Starting from this evi-
dence, we discuss some possible mechanisms for the syn-
chronization in the present section.

A. Effects of RSA

The original experimental demonstration of cardiorespira-
tory synchronization in humans @4# revealed that such syn-

FIG. 4. Representative results of simulations
with noise ~the standard deviation set to 0.2! and
the corresponding values for H and P. ~a! Barore-
ceptor activity nb . ~b! The phase stroboscope
~left! and the histogram of the instantaneous res-
piratory phases ~right! with (G ,Tresp)
5(0.2,4.44). Here H and P are small enough to
be judged for the stable synchronization, al-
though the horizontal stripes are more noisy than
those without noise ~Fig. 2!. ~c! The phase stro-
boscope and the histogram with (G ,Tresp)
5(0.2,4.40). Because of the noise, the synchro-
nization is observed partially, and both H and P
do not satisfy our criteria for the stable synchro-
nization. ~d! An index for synchronization l1,5(t)
@3# for the data in ~c!. We can see that l detects
this partially synchronized pattern.

FIG. 5. Synchronized region with noise by
changing parameters G ~strength of the baroreflex
influence on the respiratory phase! and Tresp

~natural respiratory period!. The stable synchro-
nization was judged for each combination of G
and Tresp with stepwise increases of 4.031023

and 0.02 s, respectively. Simulation was per-
formed five times and the mean H and P were
used. Compared with the results without noise
~Fig. 3!, the region for synchronization is gener-
ally narrower and only the ratios of synchroniza-
tion described by Schäfer et al. @4# for humans
remained intact.
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chronization behavior was more readily observed when the
magnitude of respiratory modulation of cardiac cycle length,
i.e., RSA, was smaller. Recently, Lotrič and Stefanovska @19#
also reported that the degree of synchronization measured by
conditional probability lm ,n @3# was inversely proportional to
the standard deviation of heartbeat interval time series,
which is known to have moderate correlation with the mag-
nitude of RSA. Here we study the effect of the magnitude of
RSA on the synchronized region in our model.

Figure 6 shows the effects of changing kp
r in Eq. ~4! on

the region for synchronization by setting G to a constant
value of 0.14. The increase of kp

r results in the greater para-
sympathetic modulation of heart rate, i.e., the greater RSA
@Figs. 6~a–c!#. In other words, kp

r changes the respiratory
influence on heartbeat as opposed to G representing the in-
fluence of heartbeat and hence blood pressure on respiration.
It was found that kp

r does not seem to affect the synchronized
region much, suggesting that the respiratory influence on
heartbeat ~or RSA! plays a minor role in masking the cardio-
respiratory synchronization in our model.

Thus, in our model, the forced entrainment of respiration
to heartbeat ~and blood pressure! seems to be more important
than RSA, i.e., the respiratory influence on heartbeat. An
apparent contrast with the results of Schäfer et al. @4# and
those of Lotrič and Stefanovska @19# should be explained by
factors other than RSA as outlined below.

B. Effects of baroreflex sensitivity

In our model, as well as in the actual physiological sys-
tem, the heartbeats are also influenced by another low-
frequency oscillation, i.e., MWSA. Similar to a proposed
mechanism for generation of this slow wave both in heart
rate and blood pressure @24#, our model generates MWSA by
the delayed (u

vNe54.2 s) feedback control of blood pres-
sure ~Fig. 1! through the baroreflex control of the sympa-
thetic efferent activity ns @Eq. ~3!#. Thus, it would be inter-

esting to examine how the baroreflex sensitivity ks
b could

affect the synchronization behavior because this slow wave
in blood pressure ~Mayer wave! could affect both respiration
@through Eq. ~18!# and heartbeat @through Eqs. ~3!, ~5!, ~6!,
and ~7!# in different ways, and hence the greater magnitude
might lead to the stronger unlocking between these two os-
cillators.

Figure 7 shows the results of such simulations. Increasing
ks

b resulted in the smaller magnitude of MWSA @Figs. 7~a–
c!# possibly due to the reduced instability inherent to the
delayed feedback system for blood pressure control. Conse-
quently, the region for cardiorespiratory synchronization be-
came wider as compared to that with the default value of
ks

b
50.7. On the other hand, the smaller ks

b , associated with
the greater MWSA magnitude, resulted in the narrower re-
gion for synchronization.

Thus, it can be said that the sympathetic baroreflex sensi-
tivity does affect the degree of cardiorespiratory synchroni-
zation in our model. This partly explains why Lotrič and
Stefanovska @19# observed smaller lm ,n when the standard
deviation of heart rate time series were greater, because the
decreased ks

b and hence the increased MWSA magnitude in-
crease the standard deviation while the region for synchroni-
zation would be narrower. This hypothesis could easily be
tested by examining the cardiorespiratory synchronization in
humans and finding the difficulty in observing the synchro-
nization behavior when the subjects are in the standing po-
sition; the MWSA is generally greater while they are stand-
ing compared to the sitting or supine position.

C. Dominance of odd ratios for synchronization

If the forced entrainment of respiration by heartbeat in
‘‘tracking’’ the ongoing, low-frequency fluctuations of heart
rate ~MWSA! and blood pressure is an important mechanism
of cardiorespiratory synchronization in our model, this may
in part explain the fragility of a 1:4 synchronization both in
humans and in our model against 1:3 or 1:5 synchroniza-
tions.

FIG. 6. ~a!–~c! The effects of changing kp
r

~strength of the influence of respiration on heart-
beat! on respiratory modulation of heart rate
~RSA!. The magnitudes of RSA are measured by
the heights of power spectral peaks for cardiac
interbeat intervals. ~d! Synchronized region with-
out noise by changing parameters kp

r and Tresp

~natural respiratory period!. The stable synchro-
nization was judged for each combination of kp

r

and Tresp . The G was set to a constant value of
0.14. The synchronized region is not affected by
changing kp

r .
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The amount of change in respiratory periods that could be
induced by Eq. ~18! is roughly a function of a number of
systolic parts of blood pressure wave with nb.n trig within
the expiratory period. When the ratio of synchronization is
1:5, for example, such numbers can range from 2 to 3, lead-
ing to the great flexibility to ‘‘adjust’’ respiratory periods to
ongoing changes in heartbeat. When 1:4, on the other hand,
this number is always 2, suggesting the loss of the flexibility
to adjust respiratory periods. This may qualitatively explain
why the region for 1:4 synchronization was much narrower
than that for 1:3, and so was that for 1:6 synchronization as
compared to 1:5 ~Figs. 3 and 5!. In future research, we need
to develop a more quantitative formalism to account for this
aspect of cardiorespiratory synchronization in humans.

V. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we investigated cardiorespiratory synchro-
nization in humans by a structural cardiovascular model, and
numerically showed that the model could exhibit the stable
synchronization against given perturbations. We also showed
that, in addition to a well-known influence of respiration on
heartbeat, the simultaneous influence of heartbeat and hence
blood pressure on respiration was important for cardiorespi-
ratory synchronization in our model. Because cardiac influ-
ence on respiration was based on animal experiments
@12,13#, its existence in humans should be studied further,
possibly by a method for analysis of the directionality of
couplings @25#, with the actual data. However, the lack of
such influence in our model did not result in the stable syn-
chronization behavior.

How can we validate our model against the actual physi-
ological system? This is a tough question because the experi-
mental data for this phenomenon in humans are not usually
accurate enough to test the validity of our model. In further
research, we might need to investigate on how each param-
eter would affect general pictures of the synchronization and
other ‘‘complex’’ dynamics, and evaluate the ~dis!similarity
with the actual qualitative as well as quantitative dynamics in
this cardiovascular and/or cardiorespiratory system.

For example, though we focused only on the stable syn-
chronization behavior observed for the entire period of simu-
lations, the actual human data @4# exhibit intermittent phase
jumps as shown in the noisy case in Fig. 4~c! and even tran-
sitions among different locking ratios; in this sense, we only
investigated in the present study the conditions under which
cardiorespiratory synchronization was observed during ‘‘qui-
escent’’ phases. This intermittency and/or these transitions
might introduce nonstationarity to the time series data for
both heartbeat and respiration. Thus, whether our model or
the variants could also simulate such intrinsic nonstationarity
@26# would be of interest.
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